HOUSE BILL 21-1286

BY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Kipp and Valdez A., Bernett, Amabile, Benavidez, Bird, Boesenecker, Cutter, Duran, Froelich, Gonzales-Gutierrez, Gray, Hooton, Jackson, Jodeh, Lontine, McCormick, Michaelson Jenet, Mullica, Ricks, Siroti, Woodrow, Exum, Kennedy, Titone; also SENATOR(S) Priola and Pettersen, Buckner, Danielson, Fenberg, Jaquez Lewis, Lee, Story, Winter.

CONCERNING MEASURES TO IMPROVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND, IN CONNECTION THERewith, REQUIREING OWNERS OF LARGE BUILDINGS TO COLLECT AND REPORT ON ENERGY-USE BENCHMARKING DATA AND COMPLY WITH RULES REGARDING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS RELATED TO ENERGY AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND MODIFYING STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS REGARDING ENERGY PERFORMANCE CONTRACTS.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 25-7-142 as follows:

25-7-142. Energy benchmarking - data collection and access - utility requirements - task force - rules - reports - definitions -

Capital letters or bold & italic numbers indicate new material added to existing law; dashes through words or numbers indicate deletions from existing law and such material is not part of the act.
legislative declaration - repeal. (1) Legislative declaration. The general assembly finds, determines, and declares that the regulation of building performance is a matter of statewide concern because:

(a) As of 2020, buildings represented a significant source of greenhouse gas pollution in the state of Colorado;

(b) Energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions associated with a building produce impacts far beyond its walls and the boundaries of the local government within which the building is located, including costs to utility ratepayers for increased energy production, community health costs associated with air pollution, and broader societal costs of anthropogenic climate change;

(c) Many building owners have made proactive efforts to reduce the energy use and greenhouse gas emissions of their buildings, yet more remains to be done to help the state meet its greenhouse gas reduction goals;

(d) Building tenants that pay energy bills often lack the ability to implement building upgrades that could improve performance, reduce emissions, and reduce those costs;

(e) The commission has both the statutory authority and obligation to require a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the state in every sector including buildings;

(f) (I) Benchmarking and building performance standards will support job growth in Colorado. According to the United States Climate Alliance, before January 1, 2020, the fastest growing clean energy industries in Colorado included:

(A) Traditional heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, totaling ten thousand four hundred thirty-eight jobs; and

(B) Energy Star and efficient lighting, totaling eleven thousand one hundred fifty-six jobs.
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(II) Additionally, analysis conducted by Advanced Energy Economy identified more than sixty thousand advanced energy jobs in Colorado, with more than fifty percent of those jobs in energy efficiency.

(g) The state of Colorado provides many low- and no-cost options for Colorado property owners to finance building performance improvements, including:

(I) Property-assessed clean energy financing that the Colorado New Energy Improvement District created in Section 32-20-104 provides, whereby qualifying energy efficiency and renewable energy improvements are paid back via an assessment on annual property taxes; and

(II) Performance contracting, whereby improvements are paid for by contractually guaranteed savings from efficiency upgrades;

(h) Many public utilities in the state also provide technical assistance and financial incentives to help property owners implement building performance improvements; and

(i) It is in the interest of the state to:

(I) Establish a program to help Colorado citizens understand and track energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from large buildings; and

(II) Develop performance standards necessary to meet state greenhouse-gas-emission-reduction goals.

(2) Definitions. As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Aggregated data" means electric or gas meter data from which any unique identifier or other personal information has been removed and that a qualifying utility collects and aggregates in at least monthly intervals for an entire covered building.
(b) "AGGREGATION THRESHOLD" MEANS, FOR EACH QUALIFYING UTILITY, THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS ASSOCIATED WITH A COVERED BUILDING FOR WHICH THE QUALIFYING UTILITY MAY PROVIDE THE OWNER OF THE COVERED BUILDING WITH AGGREGATED DATA UPON REQUEST WITHOUT REQUIRING EACH CUSTOMER'S CONSENT TO HAVE THE CUSTOMER'S ENERGY-USE DATA ACCESSED OR SHARED.

(c) "BENCHMARK" MEANS TO INPUT BENCHMARKING DATA INTO A BENCHMARKING TOOL TO MEASURE AND ASSESS THE ENERGY PERFORMANCE AND GREENHOUSE GAS POLLUTION FOR A COVERED BUILDING FOR THE REPORTING YEAR.

(d) EXCEPT AS THE COMMISSION MAY MODIFY BY RULE PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (7) OF THIS SECTION, "BENCHMARKING DATA" MEANS THE INFORMATION RELATED TO A COVERED BUILDING THAT IS INPUT INTO OR CALCULATED BY A BENCHMARKING TOOL AND INCLUDES, AT A MINIMUM:

(I) A PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COVERED BUILDING AND DESCRIPTIONS OF ITS OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, INCLUDING:

(A) THE NAME OF THE COVERED BUILDING, IF ANY;

(B) THE ADDRESS OF THE COVERED BUILDING;

(C) THE PRIMARY USES OF THE COVERED BUILDING;

(D) THE COVERED BUILDING'S GROSS FLOOR AREA; AND

(E) THE YEARS IN WHICH THE COVERED BUILDING HAS BEEN CERTIFIED BY ENERGY STAR AND THE MOST RECENT DATE OF CERTIFICATION, IF APPLICABLE; AND

(II) DATA GENERATED BY THE BENCHMARKING TOOL, INCLUDING:

(A) THE ENERGY STAR SCORE, IF AVAILABLE;

(B) MONTHLY ENERGY USE BY FUEL TYPE;

(C) SITE AND SOURCE ENERGY-USE INTENSITY;
(D) Weather-normalized site and source energy-use intensity;

(E) Confirmation that data quality has been checked;

(F) Annual maximum electricity demand, in kilowatts;

(G) If available for reporting through the benchmarking tool, monthly peak electricity demand; and

(H) Greenhouse gas emissions, including total, indirect, and direct emissions.

(e) Except as the commission may modify by rule pursuant to subsection (7) of this section, "benchmarking tool" means the Energy Star Portfolio Manager® or a successor online resource used to track and assess the performance of certain properties relative to similar properties.

(f) "Biomedical research laboratory" means a scientific laboratory used to conduct research relating to both biology and medicine.

(g) (I) "Campus" means a collection of two or more buildings that are owned and operated by the same person and that have a shared purpose and function as a single property.

(II) "Campus" includes two or more of the buildings that comprise the capitol complex.

(h) "Colorado energy office" or "office" means the Colorado energy office created in section 24-38.5-101.

(i) "Correctional facility" means:

(I) A correctional facility, as defined in section 17-1-102 (1.7);

(II) A private contract prison, as defined in section 17-1-102 (7.3);
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(III) A LOCAL JAIL, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 17-1-102 (7);

(IV) A MUNICIPAL JAIL, AS AUTHORIZED IN SECTION 31-15-401 (1)(j);

AND

(V) A JUVENILE DETENTION FACILITY GOVERNED BY PART 4 OF ARTICLE 2 OF TITLE 19.

(j) (I) EXCEPT AS THE COMMISSION MAY MODIFY BY RULE PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (7) OF THIS SECTION, "COVERED BUILDING" MEANS A BUILDING COMPRISING A GROSS FLOOR AREA OF FIFTY THOUSAND SQUARE FEET OR MORE THAT IS OCCUPIED BY A SINGLE OCCUPANT OR GROUP OF TENANTS.

(II) "COVERED BUILDING" DOES NOT INCLUDE:

(A) A STORAGE FACILITY, STAND-ALONE PARKING GARAGE, OR AIRPLANE HANGAR THAT LACKS HEATING AND COOLING;

(B) A BUILDING IN WHICH MORE THAN HALF OF THE GROSS FLOOR AREA IS USED FOR MANUFACTURING, INDUSTRIAL, OR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES; OR

(C) A SINGLE-FAMILY HOME, DUPLEX, OR TRIPLEX.

(k) "ENERGY STAR" MEANS THE FEDERAL PROGRAM AUTHORIZED BY 42 U.S.C. SEC. 6294a, AS AMENDED, TO HELP CUSTOMERS, BUSINESSES, AND INDUSTRY SAVE MONEY AND PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH THE ADOPTION OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES.

(l) "ENERGY STAR SCORE" MEANS THE ONE-TO-ONE-HUNDRED NUMERIC RATING GENERATED BY THE ENERGY STAR PORTFOLIO MANAGER® AS A MEASUREMENT OF A BUILDING'S ENERGY EFFICIENCY.

(m) "ENERGY-USE INTENSITY" MEANS A BUILDING'S ENERGY USE, EXPRESSED AS TOTAL SITE ENERGY USE PER SQUARE FOOT PER YEAR.

(n) "FINANCIAL HARDSHIP" MEANS THAT A PROPERTY IS EXPERIENCING AT LEAST ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
(I) The property has been included on a city's, county's, or city and county's annual tax lien sale list within the previous two years;

(II) The property is an asset subject to a court-appointed receiver that controls the asset due to financial stress;

(III) The property is owned by a financial institution as a result of a default by a borrower;

(IV) The property has been acquired by a deed in lieu of foreclosure;

(V) The property is the subject of a senior mortgage subject to a notice of default; or

(VI) Due to the governor declaring a disaster emergency pursuant to section 24-33.5-704 (4), the property, in at least two of the previous five years, generated annual rental income or revenue that totals sixty percent or less of the five-year average immediately preceding the disaster emergency declaration.

(o) "Greenhouse gas" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-140 (6).

(p) "Gross floor area" means the total building area, as measured from the outside surface of each exterior wall of the building, including above-grade and below-grade space.

(q) "Local government" means a statutory or home rule municipality, county, or city and county.

(r) "Owner" means a person possessing title to a property or the person's designated agent.

(s) "Performance standards" means standards that the commission establishes by rule pursuant to subsection (8)(c) of this section with which owners of covered buildings are required to comply.
(i) "Public building" means a covered building owned by:

(I) The state;

(II) A local government;

(III) A district or special district regulated under Title 32;

(IV) A state institution of higher education;

(V) A private institution of higher education as defined in Section 23-18-102(9);

(VI) A school district created pursuant to Article 30 of Title 22; and

(VII) A charter school authorized pursuant to Part 1 of Article 30.5 of Title 22.

(u) "Qualifying utility" means:

(I) An electric or gas utility with five thousand or more active commercial and industrial service connections, accounts, or customers in the State, including:

(A) An investor-owned electric or gas utility;

(B) A cooperative electric association; or

(C) A municipally owned electric or gas utility; or

(II) A natural gas supplier with five or more active commercial or industrial connections, accounts, or customers in the State.

(v) "State institution of higher education":

(I) Has the meaning set forth in Section 23-1-108(7)(g)(II);

(II) Includes the Auraria Higher Education center, governed
Pursuant to Article 70 of Title 23; and

(iii) Does not include a biomedical research laboratory.

(w) "Tenant" means a person that, pursuant to a rental or lease agreement, occupies or holds possession of a building or part of a building or premises.

(x) "Unique identifier" means a customer's contact information displayed on a utility bill such as the customer's name, mailing address, telephone number, or e-mail address.

(y) "Utility customer" means the building owner or tenant listed on the utility's records as the customer liable for payment of the utility service or additional charges assessed on the utility account.

(3) Benchmarking requirements on owners. (a) On or before December 1, 2022, and on or before June 1 of each subsequent year, the owner of a covered building shall submit a report of the benchmarking data for the previous calendar year to the office.

(b) Before providing a benchmarking report pursuant to subsection (3)(a) of this section, an owner shall run any automated data checking function of the benchmarking tool and correct any errors discovered.

(c) The following owners may comply with this subsection (3) collectively at the campus-wide level:

(I) The owner of multiple covered buildings that are part of a master metered group of buildings without submetering;

(II) The owner of a correctional facility; and

(III) The owner of a public building that is a covered building.

(4) Utility data requirements. (a) On or before June 1, 2022, a qualifying utility shall:
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(I) Establish an aggregation threshold that is four or fewer utility customer accounts;

(II) Publish its aggregation threshold on its public website; and

(III) Upon request of an owner of a covered building, begin providing energy-use data to the owner.

(b) Energy-use data that a qualifying utility provides an owner pursuant to this subsection (4) must be:

(I) Available on, or able to be requested through, an easily navigable web portal or online request form using up-to-date standards for digital authentication, including single one-time passwords or multi-factor authentication;

(II) Provided to the owner within:

(A) Ninety days after receiving the owner's valid written or electronic request if the request is received in 2022;

(B) Thirty days after receiving the owner's valid written or electronic request if the request is received in 2023 or later;

(III) Directly uploaded to the owner's benchmarking tool account, delivered in the spreadsheet template specified by the benchmarking tool, or delivered in another format approved by the office;

(IV) Provided to the owner on at least an annual basis until the owner revokes the request for energy-use data or sells the covered building;

(V) Provided in accordance with this subsection (4), regardless of whether the owner is named on the utility account for the covered building; and

(VI) If the qualifying utility is an investor-owned utility, provided in accordance with the Public Utilities Commission's rules.
CONCERNING CUSTOMER DATA AND PERSONALLY IDENTIFYING INFORMATION.

(c) For covered buildings that do not meet the qualifying utility's aggregation threshold, and thus require utility customer consent to access or share energy-use data, the consent:

(I) May be in written or electronic form;

(II) May be provided in a lease agreement provision;

(III) Is valid until the utility customer revokes it; and

(IV) Is not required if a utility customer vacates the covered building before explicitly denying the owner consent to access and share the utility customer's energy-use data.

(d) To meet the requirements of this subsection (4), a qualifying utility that is not an investor-owned utility may seek and use grant funding from the Colorado clean energy fund, a nonprofit corporation, or the energy fund created in section 24-38.5-102.4 (1)(a)(I).

(5) **Benchmarking waivers and extensions of time.** (a) An owner of a covered building may seek a waiver from the benchmarking requirements set forth in subsection (3) of this section if the owner submits documentation to, and receives approval from, the office, which documentation establishes that the covered building has met one or more of the following conditions for the calendar year to be benchmarked:

(I) The covered building was unoccupied for at least thirty consecutive days of the year;

(II) A demolition permit was issued for the entire covered building;

(III) The covered building met one or more of the conditions for financial hardship;
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(IV) THE COVERED BUILDING DOES NOT MEET A QUALIFYING UTILITY'S AGGREGATION THRESHOLD, ONE OR MORE OF THE UTILITY CUSTOMERS REFUSED TO PROVIDE THE OWNER WITH PERMISSION TO ACCESS THE UTILITY CUSTOMER'S RELEVANT ENERGY-USE DATA, THE OWNER PROVIDES PROOF TO THE OFFICE THAT IT REQUESTED PERMISSION FROM THE UTILITY CUSTOMER OR UTILITY CUSTOMERS WITHHOLDING CONSENT AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS BEFORE THE BENCHMARKING REPORT WAS DUE, AND THE OWNER SUBMITS A PLAN TO INCLUDE AN ENERGY-USE DATA SHARING PERMISSION PROVISION IN THE NEXT LEASE RENEWAL; OR

(V) THE COVERED BUILDING HAS FOUR OR MORE UTILITY CUSTOMERS, IS NOT LOCATED WITHIN A QUALIFYING UTILITY'S SERVICE TERRITORY, AND IS UNABLE TO GET AGGREGATED DATA FROM THE UTILITY THAT SERVES THE COVERED BUILDING.

(b) AN OWNER OF A COVERED BUILDING MAY REQUEST A TIME EXTENSION FROM THE OFFICE TO SUBMIT A BENCHMARKING REPORT IF THE OWNER SUBMITS DOCUMENTATION TO THE OFFICE DEMONSTRATING THAT, DESPITE THE OWNER'S GOOD-FAITH EFFORT, THE OWNER WAS UNABLE TO COMPLETE THE BENCHMARKING REPORT IN A TIMELY MANNER BECAUSE OF THE FAILURE OR REFUSAL OF A QUALIFYING UTILITY OR A UTILITY CUSTOMER TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY INFORMATION OR PERMISSION, AS APPLICABLE.

(c) THE OFFICE SHALL NOTIFY THE DIVISION OF ALL APPROVED WAIVERS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME, THE APPROVAL OF WHICH IS SOLELY WITHIN THE OFFICE'S DISCRETION.

(d) PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (7) OF THIS SECTION, THE COMMISSION MAY, BY RULE, MODIFY THE REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING A WAIVER OR EXTENSION OF TIME PURSUANT TO THIS SUBSECTION (5).

(6) Requirements upon sale or lease of a covered building.
(a) AT THE TIME OF LISTING A COVERED BUILDING OR A PORTION OF A COVERED BUILDING FOR SALE OR LEASE, THE OWNER OF THE COVERED BUILDING SHALL FURNISH AN ELECTRONIC COPY OF REPORTED BENCHMARKING DATA FROM THE PREVIOUS CALENDAR YEAR OR FROM THE MOST RECENT TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS OCCUPANCY TO THE FOLLOWING:

(I) PROSPECTIVE BUYERS OR LESSEES;
(II) Any brokers, as defined in section 12-10-201 (6), who make inquiry about the property; and

(III) Major commercial real estate listing services on which the property is listed.

(b) Upon receipt of the benchmarking data, a commercial real estate listing service that lists properties in the state shall include in the property's listing, at a minimum, the property's Energy Star score, if applicable, and the property's energy-use intensity.

(c) If a covered building changes ownership, the former owner shall make available to the new owner the energy-use data; utility customer consent documentation, if any; and any other information about the property that is necessary to benchmark the covered building. The former owner shall transfer to the new owner both the record representing the covered building within the benchmarking tool and the request to a qualified utility for aggregated data. The new owner may request and receive from a qualifying utility the aggregated data necessary to fulfill benchmarking reporting requirements.

(7) Benchmarking rules. The commission may promulgate rules to implement the benchmarking program set forth in this section. Additionally, the commission may, by rule, modify the following:

(a) The provisions regarding waivers and extensions of time set forth in subsection (5) of this section;

(b) The definition of "benchmarking data", but only if the modified definition concerns data that:

(I) Is capable of being recorded by the benchmarking tool; and

(II) Includes the greenhouse gas emissions, the Energy Star score, if applicable, and energy-use intensity;
(c) The benchmarking tool that owners are required to use to benchmark;

(d) Data verification requirements; and

(e) After June 1, 2029, the minimum gross floor area included in the definition of "covered building".

(8) Task force recommendations for implementation - rules - repeal. (a) (I) No later than October 1, 2021, the Director of the Office shall appoint and convene a task force to develop and provide recommendations to the Commission, the General Assembly, and the Governor on performance standards for covered buildings. Any recommendations must be approved by at least two-thirds of the members appointed to the task force.

(II) The task force shall develop recommendations regarding the rules that the Commission shall promulgate pursuant to subsection (8)(c) of this section, for:

(A) Interim performance standards that would achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of seven percent by 2026 as compared to 2021 levels as reported in 2022 for 2021 benchmarking data;

(B) Performance standards that would achieve a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of twenty percent by 2030 as compared to 2021 levels; and

(C) The process for advising, soliciting public input on, and making recommendations to the Commission on performance standards for 2030 to 2050.

(III) In developing recommendations, the task force shall:

(A) Solicit feedback from a broad range of industries and building owners; and

(B) Examine building types with unique energy needs including aviation facilities, nursing homes, and hospitals.
(IV) In calculating greenhouse gas reductions pursuant to this subsection (8), the calculation must not include savings from statewide decarbonization of electricity or natural gas utility grids, but may include savings from utilities' or local governments' energy efficiency programs.

(V) Additionally, the task force may consider making recommendations related to:

(A) Workforce availability and development related to building energy performance;

(B) Financial and nonfinancial costs and benefits of upgraded building energy performance;

(C) Availability of programs, technical assistance, and incentives to support building owners, utilities, and local governments;

(D) Opportunities to improve commercial building energy use in Colorado; and

(E) How regulations and agency support could help ensure building owners avoid fines through compliance with performance standards.

(VI) In developing its recommendations, the task force may consider:

(A) Benchmarking data reported pursuant to subsection (3) of this section;

(B) Benchmarking data from communities that are currently conducting commercial building benchmarking;

(C) Any other publicly available building benchmarking data through which benchmarking is reported to a building benchmarking program in Colorado; and

(D) Any other information that the office determines is
AVAILABLE REGARDING ENERGY USE IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS IN COLORADO.

(b) On or before October 1, 2022, the task force shall deliver to the director of the office any final recommendations developed. The director of the office shall send copies of the task force's final recommendations to the commission, the general assembly, and the governor.

(c) (I) If at least two-thirds of the members appointed to the task force agree on recommendations pursuant to subsection (8)(a)(I) of this section, and the director of the office in consultation with the division determines that the recommendations meet the greenhouse gas emission reduction requirements set forth in subsection (8)(a)(II) of this section, the division shall, on or before January 31, 2023, request that the commission publish a notice of proposed rule-making to adopt rules to implement performance standards. On or before June 1, 2023, the commission, upon careful consideration of the recommendations of the task force as presented by the division, shall promulgate rules to establish performance standards. The commission shall also adopt rules regarding waivers and extensions of time regarding the performance standard requirements. The commission's rules must include a provision that an owner of a public building need only comply with performance standards with regard to work on a construction or renovation project that:

(A) Has an estimated cost of at least five hundred thousand dollars;

(B) Impacts at least twenty-five percent of the covered building's square footage; and

(C) Excludes upgrades such as painting, flooring, or tenant finishes that do not impact energy use.

(II) If two-thirds of the members of the task force cannot agree on recommendations or if the director of the office in consultation with the commission determines that the task force's
RECOMMENDATIONS DO NOT MEET THE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (8)(a)(II) OF THIS SECTION, THE COMMISSION, ON OR BEFORE JUNE 1, 2023, SHALL, BY RULE, ADOPT PERFORMANCE STANDARDS THAT MEET THE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (8)(a)(II) OF THIS SECTION. THE COMMISSION SHALL ALSO ADOPT RULES REGARDING WAIVERS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME REGARDING THE PERFORMANCE STANDARD REQUIREMENTS. THE COMMISSION'S RULES MUST INCLUDE A PROVISION THAT AN OWNER OF A PUBLIC BUILDING NEED ONLY COMPLY WITH PERFORMANCE STANDARDS WITH REGARD TO WORK ON A CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION PROJECT THAT:

(A) HAS AN ESTIMATED COST OF AT LEAST FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS;

(B) IMPACTS AT LEAST TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE COVERED BUILDING'S SQUARE FOOTAGE; AND

(C) EXCLUDES UPGRADES SUCH AS PAINTING, FLOORING, OR TENANT FINISHES THAT DO NOT IMPACT ENERGY USE.

(III) THE COMMISSION SHALL NOT ADOPT RULES TO RESCIND OR MODIFY THE EXEMPTIONS FOR OWNERS OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS FROM PAYMENT OF THE ANNUAL FEE, AS SET FORTH IN SECTION 24-38.5-112 (1)(e)(II), OR FROM PAYMENT OF CIVIL PENALTIES, AS SET FORTH IN SECTION 25-7-122 (1)(i).

(IV) THE COMMISSION SHALL, AS NECESSARY, ADOPT RULES TO MODIFY OR CONTINUE THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS UNTIL 2050 IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE OR EXCEED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION REDUCTION TARGETS SET FORTH IN SECTION 25-7-102 (2)(g).

(d) THE TASK FORCE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS, ALL OF WHOM, EXCEPT THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE OFFICE AND THE DIVISION, ARE VOTING MEMBERS:

(I) THE DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OR THE DIRECTOR'S DESIGNEE;

(II) THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OR THE DIRECTOR'S DESIGNEE;
(III) Two members who are owners of commercial covered buildings or who represent owners of commercial covered buildings;

(IV) One member who is a building operating engineer;

(V) One member who is an owner of a multifamily residential covered building or who represents owners of multifamily residential covered buildings;

(VI) One member who represents an affordable housing organization;

(VII) Two members who have direct experience in, or are members of organizations representing workers in, mechanical, plumbing, or electrical work;

(VIII) One member representing architects;

(IX) One member representing professional engineers with experience working on systems for buildings;

(X) One member representing developers, construction organizations, or building contractors;

(XI) One member representing an electric utility, a gas utility, or a combined electric and gas utility;

(XII) Two members of environmental conservation or environmental justice groups with experience in energy efficiency or the built environment;

(XIII) One member from a local government that has enacted or adopted a benchmarking or building energy performance ordinance or resolution;

(XIV) One member from a local government that has not enacted or adopted a benchmarking or building energy performance ordinance or resolution; and
(XV) **THREE MEMBERS WITH RELEVANT BUILDING PERFORMANCE EXPERTISE, AS DETERMINED BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE.**

(e) **AN APPLICANT FOR THE TASK FORCE MUST SUBMIT WITH THE APPLICATION A RECOMMENDATION FROM A RELEVANT MEMBER OR TRADE ORGANIZATION, IF SUCH MEMBER OR TRADE ORGANIZATION EXISTS. IN MAKING APPOINTMENTS TO THE TASK FORCE, THE DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE SHALL STRIVE TO ENSURE GEOGRAPHIC DIVERSITY.**

(f) **SUBSECTIONS (8)(a), (8)(b), (8)(d), AND (8)(e) AND THIS SUBSECTION (8)(f) ARE REPEALED, EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2025.**

(9) **Saving clause. This section does not restrict:**

(a) **THE ABILITY OF A QUALIFYING UTILITY TO PROVIDE INCENTIVES OR OTHER ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM SERVICES FOR COVERED BUILDINGS;**

(b) **THE ABILITY OF AN INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITY TO TAKE CREDIT, AS DEEMED APPROPRIATE BY THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, FOR ENERGY OR GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION SAVINGS ACHIEVED FOR COVERED BUILDINGS;**

(c) **THE ABILITY OF A QUALIFIED UTILITY TO SET AN AGGREGATION THRESHOLD THAT IS LESS THAN FOUR; OR**

(d) **A LOCAL GOVERNMENT FROM ADOPTING OR IMPLEMENTING AN ORDINANCE OR RESOLUTION THAT IMPOSES MORE STRINGENT BENCHMARKING OR PERFORMANCE STANDARD REQUIREMENTS.**

**SECTION 2.** In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-38.5-102.4, **amend (2)(b)(VII); and add (2)(b)(VII.5) as follows:**

**24-38.5-102.4. Energy fund - creation - use of fund - definitions - repeal.** (2) (b) The Colorado energy office may expend money from the energy fund:

(VII) **To educate the general public on energy issues and opportunities; and**
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(VII.5) To implement the building performance program defined in section 24-38.5-112 (3)(b) and described in that section and section 25-7-142; and

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 24-38.5-102.6 and 24-38.5-112 as follows:

24-38.5-102.6. Climate change mitigation and adaptation fund - creation - use. (1) The climate change mitigation and adaptation fund, referred to in this section as the "Fund", is hereby created in the state treasury. The Fund consists of:

(a) Civil penalties credited to the Fund pursuant to section 25-7-122 (1)(i)(III);

(b) Building performance program fees credited to the Fund pursuant to section 24-38.5-112 (1)(e), which fees must be separately accounted for in the Fund;

(c) Gifts, grants, and donations made to the Colorado energy office to help finance its administration of climate change mitigation or adaptation programs and policies;

(d) Any money that the General Assembly may appropriate or transfer to the Fund; and

(e) Any other money credited to the Fund.

(2) Money in the Fund is continuously appropriated to the Colorado energy office for the purpose of financing and administering the building performance program defined in section 24-38.5-112 (3)(b) and described in that section and section 25-7-142.

(3) The state treasurer shall credit all interest and income derived from the deposit and investment of money in the Fund to the Fund.

24-38.5-112. Building performance program - duties of the office - county assessor records database - fees - definitions. (1) The
COLORADO ENERGY OFFICE SHALL IMPLEMENT A BUILDING PERFORMANCE PROGRAM AS FOLLOWS:

(a) BASED ON COUNTY ASSESSOR RECORDS AND OTHER AVAILABLE SOURCES OF INFORMATION, THE OFFICE SHALL ADMINISTER THE BUILDING PERFORMANCE PROGRAM BY:

(I) CREATING A DATABASE OF COVERED BUILDINGS AND OF OWNERS REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH THE BUILDING PERFORMANCE PROGRAM;

(II) TRACKING COMPLIANCE WITH THE BUILDING PERFORMANCE PROGRAM;

(III) MAINTAINING A LIST OF NONCOMPLIANT OWNERS; AND

(IV) IN A FORM AND MANNER DETERMINED BY THE OFFICE, IN CONSULTATION WITH THE DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT, PERIODICALLY PROVIDING THE DIVISION WITH A LIST OF NONCOMPLIANT OWNERS FOR THE DIVISION'S ENFORCEMENT OF THE BUILDING PERFORMANCE PROGRAM PURSUANT TO SECTION 25-7-122 (1)(i).

(b) UPON REQUEST OF THE OFFICE, A COUNTY ASSESSOR SHALL, IF FEASIBLE USING EXISTING RESOURCES, PROVIDE READILY AVAILABLE PROPERTY DATA FROM EXISTING RECORDS TO THE OFFICE AS NECESSARY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS SECTION.

(c) THE OFFICE SHALL MAKE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE, THROUGH DIGITALLY INTERACTIVE MAPS, LISTS, OR OTHER TECHNOLOGY AS DETERMINED BY THE OFFICE, BENCHMARKING DATA FOR ALL COVERED BUILDINGS THAT HAVE REPORTED IN EACH YEAR PURSUANT TO SECTION 25-7-142 (3). THE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DATA MUST NOT INCLUDE ANY CONTACT INFORMATION FOR A COVERED BUILDING THAT IS NOT OTHERWISE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE.

(d) THE OFFICE SHALL COORDINATE WITH ANY LOCAL GOVERNMENT THAT IMPLEMENTS ITS OWN ENERGY BENCHMARKING OR ENERGY PERFORMANCE PROGRAM, INCLUDING THE COORDINATION OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.
(e) (I) Except as provided in subsection (1)(e)(II) of this section, to finance the Office's administration of the Building Performance Program, the Office shall collect from each owner of a covered building an annual fee of one hundred dollars per covered building. The Office shall transfer the fees collected to the State Treasurer, who shall credit them to the Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation Fund created in section 24-38.5-102.6.

(II) The owner of a public building is exempt from paying the annual fee described in subsection (1)(e)(I) of this section.

(2) To implement the Building Performance Program, the Colorado Energy Office shall assist building owners to increase energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions from their buildings, including by providing outreach, training, technical assistance, and grants to building owners to help their buildings come into compliance with the Building Performance Program.

(3) As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Benchmarking data" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-142 (2)(d).

(b) "Building Performance Program" means the benchmarking requirements set forth in section 25-7-142 (3) and performance standard requirements set by the Commission by rule pursuant to section 25-7-142 (8)(c).

(c) "Colorado Energy Office" or "Office" means the Colorado Energy Office created in section 24-38.5-101.

(d) "Commission" means the Air Quality Control Commission created in section 25-7-104 (1).

(e) "Covered building" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-142 (2)(j).

(f) "Owner" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-142 (2)(r).
SECTION 4. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 25-7-122, add (1)(i) as follows:

25-7-122. Civil penalties - rules - definitions. (1) Upon application of the division, the division may collect penalties as determined under this article 7 by instituting an action in the district court for the district in which the air pollution source affected is located, in accordance with the following provisions:

(i) (I) On and after January 1, 2024, and except as provided in subsection (1)(i)(II) of this section, an owner of a covered building that violates section 25-7-142 (3) or (6) is subject to a civil penalty of up to five hundred dollars for a first violation and up to two thousand dollars for each subsequent violation. As part of the requirement that the commission adopt rules to establish performance standards pursuant to section 25-7-142 (8)(c), the commission shall establish by rule, with regard to a violation of the performance standards, civil penalties in an amount not to exceed two thousand dollars for a first violation and five thousand dollars for a subsequent violation.

(II) The division shall not assess a civil penalty for a violation related to a public building.

(III) Notwithstanding section 25-7-129, the division shall transmit civil penalties collected pursuant to this subsection (1)(i) to the state treasurer, who shall credit them to the climate change mitigation and adaptation fund created in section 24-38.5-102.6.

(IV) As used in this subsection (1)(i):

(A) "Covered building" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-142 (2)(j).

(B) "Owner" has the meaning set forth in section 25-7-142 (2)(r).

SECTION 5. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 29-12.5-101, amend (3) introductory portion, (3)(f), and (3)(h); and repeal (3)(g) as follows:
29-12.5-101. Definitions. As used in this article 12.5:

(3) "Energy performance contract" means a contract for evaluations, recommendations, or implementation of one or more energy saving measures designed to produce utility costs savings, operation and maintenance cost savings, or vehicle fleet operational and fuel cost savings, which contract:

(f) Requires such a board, upon termination or expiration of the contract, to return to such the party any money that the party deposited with such the board that are and did not forfeit to such the board pursuant to paragraph (e) of this subsection (3) subsection (3)(e) of this section; and

(g) Requires that not less than one-tenth of all payments, except payments for maintenance and repairs and obligations on the termination of the contract prior to expiration, to be made by such board shall be made within two years from the date of execution of the contract; and

(h) Requires that the remaining such payments to be made by such board shall be made within twelve years from the date of execution of the contract; except that the maximum term of the payments must be less than the cost-weighted average useful life of energy cost-savings equipment for which the contract is made, not to exceed twenty-five years.

SECTION 6. Act subject to petition - effective date - applicability. (1) This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly; except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2022 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.
(2) This act applies to conduct occurring on or after the applicable effective date of this act.
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